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Because scoring rates in rugby are increasing we asked: 
what is the relationship between scoring-rate (SR) and 
outcome uncertainty (OU)?

In a Poisson-match

the relationship between SR and OU looks like this:
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It is well known that soccer 
scores follow a Poisson-match: 
international soccer is a 
“2-1 Poisson-match”

Scarf, Parma, McHale (EJOR, 2019)
show that rugby union is an 
“8-4 Poisson-match”
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It is well known that soccer 
scores follow a Poisson-match: 
international soccer is a 
“2-1 Poisson-match”

Scarf, Parma, McHale (EJOR, 2019)
show that rugby union is an 
“8-4 Poisson-match”…careful
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It appears then that soccer is OU maximizing, rugby is not 
(maybe), and OU in rugby is decreasing. Does it matter?
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• A higher level of competitive balance, reflected in 
more uncertain outcomes, increases match 
attendances, television audiences and overall 
interest. This is the outcome uncertainty hypothesis.

• Scarf, Parma, McHale (EJOR, 2019) argue that rugby 
administrators should act to reduce the scoring rate.

• What about other sports? Sports other than soccer 
and rugby. Netball for example? 

• Netball has a very high scoring rate…
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Remainder of this talk

• How does outcome uncertainty look in netball?

• Is netball a Poisson-match? 

• If netball were a Poisson-match, what would be the 
chance of a close result?

• What is a good model of the score in a netball 
match?

• What is the forecasting performance of this model?

• How does OU vs SR look in this model?
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• Netball data 
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• A bivariate model for netball scores. 
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• First some rules in brief

Game of four 15 minute quarters

Play starts with a centre pass (CP)

Play ends with a goal or the hooter

The CP alternates regardless of which team scores
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• Some observations

Typically, a good team will convert possession into a 
goal with high probability.

It is critical that a team does not concede possession.
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• A bivariate model for netball scores

…careful
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• A bivariate model for netball scores

…careful
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CONCLUSIONS

• binomial-match good for answering Qs about 
outcome uncertainty (OU), tactics and restart rule-
changes

• binomial-match doesn’t outperform the Poisson-
match on one-step ahead forecasting

• Better models and better strength estimation from 
possession data
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• Further work on outcome uncertainty and its 
relationship with…

• Scoring-rate

• Strength variation

• Restart rules

• …feeding into better understanding of drivers of 
consumption of sport…goals, athleticism, stories, 
tribalism, participation, outcome uncertainty, 
excitement, suspense, surprises,…
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